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1 Name of Regulations
These Regulations are the Dried Fruits Research and Development (Repeal and Consequential Provisions) Regulations 2001.

2 Commencement
These Regulations commence on 1 July 2001.

3 Dried Fruits Research and Development Regulations — repeal
Statutory Rules 1991 No. 331 is repealed.

4 Transitional provision — amounts to be paid to industry services body

(1) In this regulation:
Fund means the Dried Fruit Research and Development Fund mentioned in regulation 5 of the Dried Fruits Research and Development Regulations.

industry services body has the meaning given in the Horticulture Marketing and Research and Development Services Act 2000.

levy means levy imposed on dried fruit, and attached to the Fund under subsection 5 (1) of the PIERD Act, before 1 July 2001.

PIERD Act means the Primary Industries and Energy Research and Development Act 1989.

(2) The following amounts must be paid to the industry services body:
(a) the amounts of levy not collected before 1 July 2001;
(b) the amounts of levy collected but not paid into the Fund before 1 July 2001;
(c) the amounts of levy collected and paid into the Fund before 1 July 2001 (and not expended in accordance with section 112 of the PIERD Act);

(d) the amounts of penalty for non-payment of the levy mentioned in paragraph (a), (b) or (c);

(e) the amounts paid into the Fund under paragraph 108 (1) (b) of the PIERD Act before 1 July 2001 (and not expended in accordance with section 112 of the PIERD Act).

5 Final annual report of the Dried Fruit Research and Development Council

Despite regulation 3, the Dried Fruits Research and Development Council:

(a) continues in existence for the purpose of preparing and giving to the Minister its annual report for the financial year ending on 30 June 2001, in accordance with section 105 of the PIERD Act; and

(b) ceases to exist after the report is given.

Note